How complicated is it to actually assemble a complete robot?

Until everything fits together?

Until everything works?

The easiest answer to this is:
RBTX.com is the new platform that brings together users and suppliers of low-cost robotics components quickly and easily. Users can put together a low-cost robotics solution that matches their requirements and budget. Suppliers of robotics components can present their products to a larger public in a new marketplace.

Lean Robotix – finally a way of combining components easily and cost-effectively – this is the principle idea of RBTX.com.
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RBTX for users ...

- All the low-cost robotics components you need in one place.
- Finding a workable configuration quickly – only compatible components are combined.
- Sample applications to help you find the right solution for your application.

RBTX for suppliers ...

- Use the platform to increase your reach and name recognition.
- A scalable sales channel with new possibilities.
- Open up new national and international markets.

Visit RBTX.com and get started on the new Lean Robotix platform.
Find individual components

You find matching cost-effective components and build your robot yourself.
Do you need individual components for an existing robot?

On RBTX.com you will find numerous components from different manufacturers. The compatibility check ensures that your personal configuration works.
Find the part you need quickly and easily.

Components that fit together, meet the requirements and are within the budget!

- Linear robots, robot arms, end-effectors, camera modules, control systems and more all on a single platform.
- Choose between many well-known manufacturers.
- Find components that are guaranteed to be compatible.
You have an idea or are looking for a robot which fulfils your requirements? Be inspired by sample applications and build your low-cost robot with the help of RBTX.com. The compatibility check ensures that you do not do anything wrong. Quickly and easily to your own robot.

RBTX ...
Partners that are compatible
Augmented reality
... See what you get

Join us to take a look into the future of RBTX.

You have configured a robot and would like to know whether it fits into your production environment?

Our augmented reality (AR) vision shows how, in future, we want to help our users to simulate their robot. Watch the digital twin of your robot in a fictional production environment, including all of the robot’s movements.

Visit our trade fair stand to get an idea of what this looks like and try it out for yourself. RBTX Lean Robotix joins the real and digital worlds of robotics together.
Lean Robotix
... get started

What drives us?

The vision of combining all possibilities of low-cost robotics on one platform, making them transparent and very easy.

- Select cost-effective robot components quickly and easily.
- Components that fit together, meet the requirements and are within the budget.
- Simply configure automation solutions online. No matter when and where.

That is RBTX.com, that's Lean Robotix.

Register now as a partner or buy directly as a customer:
At www.rbtx.com, you can fill in the contact form and keep yourself up-to-date.

Become a partner and offer your components on RBTX.com

- Get access to new markets and target audiences.
- Save time and money on marketing and sales.
- Focus on your core competences.
- Get feedback on your products quickly and easily.
components that fit ...  
fit together ...  
fit your needs ...  
fit your budget ...